elevation rotated
around this line

clean and repoint
gable (existing vents
to have fly / bird mesh
installed)

New Rooflight /
Replaces Dormer

clean and repoint rear
face of trowtes house
tower

RF08

repoint with some
replacement stone
(allow for 4 stones)
< replace lead
window hood cap

2W02

2W01
replace existing hopper
with larger hopper

FL

FL

Allow to reface 12 stones
remove metal
brackets

1W02

1W01

< replace lead
window hood cap

1W04
1W08

FL

repoint mullions

remove cable clips

1W05
remove
light
fitting

reface
stone by
handrail

GD04

GW02

clean lightwell / 25% Repointing

GW04 clean lightwell / 25% Repointing

GW03
granite steps to be cleaned /
reset into position where
moved and regrouted

GW05

repoint and
clean return

renovate gate
Gate does not open fully and grinds on top step.
Check mount on hinges and ease. Then
removed sections of lower gate to allow free
movement and redecorate this section only.

fill circular vents only

Stonework

tavistock guildhall guildhall square west elevation fabric repairs
all drawings are copyright
do not scale drawing
report all discrepancies to project administrator
all dimensions to be checked on site

repoint and
clean return

FL

FL

GD02

•
•
•
•

remove
signage
brackets

repoint and
clean return

granite head resin repair

GD03

FL

1D01

FL

GD01

key

1W09

1W03

repoint mullions

GW01

general

Allow to reface 6 stones

Allow to reface 6 stones

Rainwater Goods

Leadwork

Repointing.

C40 310 + 311 Repoint in this area with lime mix /
Reface stones indicated as necessary

Refurbish.

R10 110 Retain and refurbish cast iron rainwater
goods / repaint to match railings

Cornice.

H71 420 Cap cornice in lead sheet dressed with
welted drip

Reface Stone .

C41 110 Reface stone with 125mm reclaimed
hurdwick and repoint locally around stone

Replace.

R10 375 Replace rainwater goods with new cast
iron painted to match railings

Window Head.

H71 420 Replace existing lead capping with new
with overhand to discharge water

Mullions.

Repoint window mullions where noted

Remove.

R10 110 Remove section of rainwater / soil pipe no
longer required

Metal work

Loose Stone Faces.

C41 110 Lightly brush down all loose stone faces
until stable

Cleaning.

C40 352 Steam clean to remove heavy stains /
repoint with lime mix where necessary

notes

rev

Stage 4 - Tender

T1: 08.02.19 - NBS Specification References Added to Notation

Note:
- Alterations and upgrades to windows and doors detailed on window
schedules and window strategy elevations (GA230 - GA234)
- Roof works detailed on Fabric Repair Roof Plan - GA216.

Redecorate.

M60 120 Metalwork redecorated to match railings
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